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Abstract: The Newton method for the solution of the Theodorsen integral equation in conformal mapping is studied. 
One step of this method consists of solving a linear integral equation, the solution of which is given explicitly as the 

result of a Riemann-Hilbert problem. Quadratic convergence of the Newton method is established under certain 
assumptions. Whereas in other methods a so-called c-condition with r -L 1 is required to hold, our method converges 
also for c > 1. We will also present a numerical implementation in which the result of one step of the Newton method 
is approximated by a vector in WZN which can be computed with 2 N log N +0(N) multiplications. In comparison, 
one step of the Newton method for the discrete Theodorsen equation requires 0( N3) multiplications. 
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1. Introduction 

Let f be the conformal mapping of the unit disc IID onto a domain bounded by a Jordan curve 
r which is starlike with respect to 0. Let f(O) = 0, f ‘(0) > 0, and let r be given in polar 
coordinates by w = P(Q)eie. f can be extended continuously to B. f(eiq) = p( O(q))eiecv) then 
defines the boundary correspondence function 0: [0, 2711 --) R. If 0 is known, then f is known. 

Let K be the conjugation operator 

where the integral is taken in the Cauchy mean value sense. Theodorsen [15] showed in 1931 that 
0 is a solution of the Theodorsen integral equation 

@(cp) = cp + K[log P(@(@)NfJ) (T) 

(see Gaier [l, p. 65; 21, Hiibner [lo]). Gaier [l, p. 66) proved that (T) has exactly one solution 
which is continuous and strongly monotone. Grunsky improved this result in 1966 by showing 
that (T) has exactly one continuous solution. His proof together with a substantially new one has 
been published by von Wolfersdorf [19]. 

We assume for the entire paper that the 2v-periodic and positive function p fulfills a so-called 
r-condition: p is absolutely continuous in R, and 1 p’/p 1 d c a.e. For abbrevation we use 
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u = p’/p. If we put P( ‘p) := O(q) - (p, equation (T) becomes 

%PP) = K[log PP(fl) + NV+ 

where the only continuous solution, always denoted by \k*, is also 2q-periodic. 
Let 

L, = { f: f is 2n-periodic and bounded}, 
L, = ( f: f is 2a-periodic and quadratically 

Lebesgue-integrable in [0, 271.1)) 
H,,= {f:f is2+periodicand If(‘P1)-f((P2)I~LI(P1-(P21P 

forall ‘p,, (P~EIW}, O-=p<l, 
H = {f:fEH, forsomepE(O,l]}, 
W = { f : f is 2a-periodic and absolutely continuous, and f’ E L, }. 

The following basic results can be found in the book of Gaier [l, p. 63 ff.]: 

fELzjKfEL2, II Kf II 2 G II f II 2; 

fE W=KfE W, (Kf)‘=Kf’. 

Here we have defined 

Ilf ll2= (&~2Tf(x)2dx)“2. 

As usual we put I] f II o. = maxLo,2nl I f(x) I for a function f continuous in [0, 2711. It is easy to see 
that 

Ilf II :=maxOlf IL llf’ll2) 

is a norm in the Sobolev space W, and that (W, II - 11) is a Banach space. From Wegmann [18, 
Lemma l] we learn that 

IW_fII,~& (~v(f’(x))2dx)“2=Cllf/12 withC=$fi<2, 

andso IIKf II G Cllf II f or all f E W. It should be mentioned here that Wegmann uses a different 
L,-norm. 

To obtain the solution of(T) numerically, one usually first discretizes the integral equation and 
then applies iterative methods. For the convergence of these methods one always needs an 
e-condition with c < 1, except in the case of certain symmetric curves r, as was shown by 
Gutknecht [7,8]; see also Htibner [lo]. Warschawski and others (see Gaier [l, p. 68 ff.]) applied 
the Jacobi method directly to (T) and showed that E < 1, ‘k, E W implies ]I ‘k, - ?P* I] 2 + 0 and 

JR - ‘k*ll, +Oas n-co. 

Recently Wegmann [17,18] proposed and analyzed a new method for solving our conformal 
mapping problem. At first sight this method has nothing to do with the Theodorsen integral 
equation. He proved quadratic convergence of his method if r is smooth enough, even if E 2 1. 
We will show here the same for the Newton method applied to (T). Influenced by Wegmann’s 
papers and by von Wolfersdorf’s paper 1191, we solve in each Newton step a Riemann-Hilbert 
problem. 

More precisely, with 
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we have F: W+ W, and the Newton method for (T) becomes 

\k, E w, 

F’(%)[%+, -‘P,,] = -F(\k,), n=O, 1, 2 ,... . 

Here F’( q,,) is the F-derivative of F in (W, 11 - 11) at ‘k,. We will show (under certain assumptions) 
that the operator F’( ‘k) has an inverse for any 3 E W, and we will express this inverse operator 
in closed form with the help of the solution of a Riemann-Hilbert problem. Of course, we then 
have 

\k II+1 = ‘I’,, - (F’( qn))-‘F( !l’,,). (N) 

It will turn out that the determination of !P,,+i from qP will require two applications of the 

conjungation operator K. This is the same amount of work as for one step of the Wegmann 
method. If u’ E Hi, we will then show that the Newton method for (T) converges quadratically in 
(W, 11 - 11) without any restriction on c in the r-condition. Moreover, we will prove global 

convergence in ( W, 11 - 11 2) f i CT’ E L, and E < f . Wegmann has no counterpart to the last result. 

But his method works also for a non-starlike r. 
For the numerical implementation of the method we propose discretization of (N) instead of 

(T). If one approximates ‘k, by a vector E R2N, one can compute an approximation of \k,+ , in 
the same space using FFTs with a total of 2iV log N + O(N) multiplications. This is again the 
same amount of work as in one step of the discretized Wegmann method. Our example at the end 
shows that the Wegmann method and the Newton method for (T) are not identical. 

2. The F-derivative of F and its inverse 

First we compute the F-derivative of F in ( W, 11 - II). 

Lemma 1. If u’ E H and !P E W, then the F-derivative of F at YP in ( W, II - II) exists and is given by 

(F’(‘k)A)(cp)=A(cp)-(I+(V)++A(8)l)(q,). 

Proof. For the function defined by 8 H q(0) + 9 we write \k + id. u’ E H implies u’ E L,. Let 
M be an upper bound for u’ and let F’( ‘k) be defined by the last line of Lemma 1 for some 
A E W. Clearly F’( ‘k) is linear (in A). It is also bounded in ( W, II - II), since we have 

IIWWII G IIAII +2Ilb(*+id)bAII 
and 

II 0 . A II m i c II A II oo Q E II A II 7 

IIbWII,= ll~‘W+Wll2+ lI~~~‘II,~W4l,11~‘+1112+~11~‘II,~ 

hence 

IlF’(*)4I ~[~+~t~II~‘+~ll,+~~~Il~II. 
To show that F’( \k) is the F-derivative, define 

G:=logp(\k+A+id)-logp(\k+id)-(u(9+id)).A. 
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Then 

IIGII,=II[a(\k+id+7A)-u(\k+id)].AII,~MIIAII~ withO<T<l, 

11 G’ll z = II u( \k + A + id) .( 9’ + A’ + 1) - u( \k + id) .( W + 1) 

-u’(\k+id).(\k’+l)*A-a(\k+id)*A’(I, 

< llu(*+A+id)-u(\k+id)l),JlA’ll, 

+II~‘+1ll2llqb’(~ + id + tA) - a’( ?P + id))dt II c4 

< M II A II ao, II A’ll 2 + II *’ + 1 II 2 II A II CIo . L II A II:. 
Therefore, we have 

IlF(\k+A)-F(\k)-F’(\k)AII = IlK[Gl II ~2llGIl 
gcon.st.(lA(l’+P if((A(( ~1. 0 

Thus given ‘k,, to compute \k,,. 1 in (N) we have to solve the linear (but singular) integral 
equation 

A-K[u(?P,,+id).A] =r (N’) 

for A, where A = YP~+~ - ‘k, and r= -F(‘k,). 

Theorem 1. If u E H and ‘k, E H, then (N’) has at most one continuous and 2vperiodic solution. 

Proof. If A, and A, are two such solutions, then h := A, - A, is continuous and Zn-periodic and 
solves the homogeneous integral equation h - K[u - h] = 0. By the Dirichlet principle, there are 
functions U, u which are harmonic in [ID and continuous on-B with u(e”) = a( \k,( q) + ~JI) - h( cp) 
and u(e’“) = h(q). Because of h = K[u - h], the functions u and u are conjugates, and H := u + io 
is continuous in E and analytic in D. Moreover, h being a conjugate implies j:“h( cp)dq = 0, and 
therefore 

Im H(0) = I-&/ 
2n H(eiv) 1 

0 
Pieivdq=?;; 

eb / 
‘9 (cp)dq = 0. 

0 

In addition, we have H( .z) = u + io = ah + ih = (u + i) h, and therefore H is a solution of the 
following Riemann-Hilbert problem: 

Find H, continuous in k, analytic in D, with Re eiBH( z) = 0 on XD, Im H(0) = 0, where 

eiS(vP) = 1 + i~~\k,(cp) +d 
I~+WSTJ)+~~N’ 

IPb?d I < in. 

Because u E H and ‘k, E H, the functions c and s defined by c(e”) := cos /?( (p) and s(e’“) := 
sin p(cp) are continuous on allD and satisfy a Holder condition there; moreover c* + s2 = 1 + 0. 
All solution of this problem are given in Muschelischwili [13, p. 155 ff.]. The number of solutions 
depends on the index of the Riemann-Hilbert problem, which is in this case 

K:=i[arg(c-is)].= -a[BIL=O. 

Here [fl], denotes the change of B(eiV) := /3(q) if one goes once around the unit circle. Since 
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K = 0, all solutions are of the form 

H(z) = C0e-iu/2er(z), Im H(0) = 0 

with an arbitrary real constant C,, 

1 

1 
2n i cos j3 - i sin p 

(y = 2n 0 arg - cos p + i sin /3 )dpl=&[k2P)dp, 

and 

Because of r(O) = icu, we have 

Im H(0) =0 iff C,= 0 or sintcu =O. 

Now, since I/3( ‘p) 1 -c iv, sinia # 0, and therefore C, = 0, H = 0, h = 0 and A, = A,. 

Now we consider the inhomogeneous integral equation (N’). 

Theorem 2. If r, ‘k, E W, and 0’ E L,, then 

A = t cos2/? + eKpcos /I( K[emKBr sin p] + C) 

with 

c = 12T{ r sin2P - eKP cos p K[ewKBr sin /3]}d~/~2VeKBcos Pdv 

is a solution of (N’)- in W. 

Proof. We consider the Riemann-Hilbert problem 

Re[eiBH(z)] = r, on &CD, Im H(0) = 0, 

where r, = r sin j3. According to Gaier [l, p. 621 any solution H = u + io satisfies 

u=u(O)=Ku on&ED. 

(H) implies 

(H) 

ucos/3-osin/I=rsinp or u=(u+r).a and u(O)=O. 

So we have 

u+r-r=K[(u+r).a]. 

This means that A = u + r satisfies (N’). 
Since r E W, we have A E W if u E W. So we have to find a solution of the Riemann-Hilbert 

problem with u E W. Let 

H(z) := ( rle- KB+ iK[rlemKB] +iC) exp[ -i(p+ i@)] 

for some constant C E R. Since !P” E W and cr’ E L,, we find p E W and therefore Kp E W. 
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Hence r,e- KB is again in W and conjugate to K( r,emKB), so r,eVKB + iK( rleeKP) can be 
extended continuously to& in such a way that the extended function is analytic in ID. The same 
applies to p + iK& Therefore H is continuous inI[D and analytic in D. Moreover, H satisfies the 
boundary condition 

Re[eiBH( z)] = Re[ rl + i eKPK [ rleeKB] + iCeKP] = r,. 

Furthermore, 

Im H(0) = A/‘- Im H(e’v)dg, 
rp=o 

-r, sin p + eKP cos /I K [ r,eTKB] + CeKfl cos P)dq = 0 

yields the constant C in the theorem. Because of e KP > 0 and cos /3 = l/Jlf > 0, the integral 
in the numerator of C is f 0. Finally, since products and sums of functions in IV are again in IV, 

u = Im H(eiq) = -r, sin /3 + eKp cos p K( r,emKP) + CeKB cos /3 E W. 

Hence A = u + r E W. 

We study now the implication of the last two theorems for the operator F’( 9) defined by 
F’( \k)A = A - K( a( 9 + id)A). 

Theorem 3. If a’ E L,, \k E W, then F’( 9) has an inverse which is a bounded linear operator in 

(WY II *II). (F’(9)- ’ is locally uniformly bounded with respect to YP. 

Proof. u’ E L,, 9 E W implies u E H, \k E H. Theorem 1 tells us therefore (choosing ‘k, = ‘k) 
that 

F’( \k)A = 0 

has exactly one solution in W, namely A = 0. Theorem 2 shows that for any r E W, F’( \k)A = r 

is solvable. That suffices for F’( ‘k) to have an inverse which is a bounded linear operator (see 
Gohberg and Goldberg [4, p. 2211). 

We still have to show that (F’( 9))-’ is locally uniformly bounded. This means that (F’( !I’))-’ 
has an operator norm which is bounded by a constant depending on !Pi E W and p > 0 but not 
on \k, for all \k E ( \k: 11 ?Pi - \k 11 < p, \k E W }. This can be proved by a somewhat lengthy but 
straightforward computation, with the result ll( F’( \k))-‘r 11 < C, 11 r 11 for all r E W. 0 

Given !I’,,, we need three applications of the operator K for the computation of the next 
Newton iteration ?.P,,+, = ‘k, + A with the help of Theorem 2. This number can be reduced to two 
by the next theorem. 

Theorem 4. If (I’ E L,, ‘k, E W, the next Newton iteration q”+, can be calculated by 

\k = PI+1 -7sinfi~osp+e~~cosp(K[icos/3e-~~] +C), 

with 

7 sin /3 cos /I - eKB cos~~[e-~+cosp]}d~/~~~e~~cosPdq 
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and 

?= -~(q~+id).*,,+logp(\k;,+id). 

Proof. From (N’) we get 

\k n+1- %-K[a*(%+,- ‘k,)]= -\k,+Klogpt*,,+id) 

or 

\k n+l -K[a.\k,+, +f] =o. 

By the proof of Theorem 2 we know that the Riemann-Hilbert problem (H) is solvable for any 
r, E IV. We choose r, = ? cos p E IV. Then (H) implies for H = u + iu that u cos fi - u sin p = 
F cos /3, and again by Gaier [l, p. 621 we have 

u = o(O) = Ku. 

These two facts and u(O) = 0 give 

u=K[a.u+F]. 

Thus we have u = \k,+i, and we can take u from the proof of Theorem 2 with r, = J cos /3. 0 

Usually a direct numerical application of the Newton method as treated so far will not be 
possible. But the method has numerical implementations. One runs as follows. 

(i) Choose !I’0 E IV, and compute the vector P,‘kO = (\k,(cp,))i!;‘, qk = ~IT/N (k = 
0, l)..., 2N- 1). 

(ii) Compute by interpolation the trigonometric polynomial P2p of degree N (with zero 
coefficient of the sin NT-term) for which 

(P,j3)(qk)=arcsin a(\ko(9)k)+‘Pk] 

J1+ U2(%(%) +(PJ * 

(iii) KP,p is then available by a simple and well-known procedure (see Gaier [l, p. 631). 
(iv) Compute the vector P, KP,p = (( KP,p)( (Pi));:“. The main work involved is trigonomet- 

ric interpolation and the evaluation of the trigonometric polynomial at equidistant points. Both 
can be done rapidly with an FFT at the cost of :N log, N complex multiplications each, if N is a 
power of 2, which we assume from now on (see Gaier and Hiibner [3], Gutknecht [6] and Hiibner 

[lOI). 
The application of the FFT in this context was first suggested by Henrici [9] and Ives [ll]. 

Continuing in the way described and using the formulae in Theorem 4, one can compute a vector 
approximation of !J’, at the cost of 2N log N + O(N) complex multiplications. Of course, here 
the evaluations of log p and u have not been counted. 

3. Convergence of the Newton method 

We turn now to (N), i.e. to the exact application of the Newton method to (T). We want to 
apply a Newton-Kantorovich theorem for a mapping of one Banach space into another, for 
example, in the form of Gragg and Tapia [5], see also Ortega and Rheinboldt [14, p. 421 and 
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4281. Here, both Banach spaces are ( W, 11 . II). We know F: W ---) W, and from Lemma 1 we also 
know that F is F-differentiable in W if u’ E H. 

As before, \k* is the only continuous solution of (T). We first show that IJ E H implies 
\k* E IV. For any 6 > 0 we then define D6 = ( \k: ]I \k - \k* I] < 6, 9 E IV}. The local convergence 
of the Newton method is proven if we can show 

]]F’(@)-F’(\k)]] <C,]]@- 911 forall Qi, *EDa, 

and that there is a 8, with 0 < 8, < 6 such that for any starting point 9 E Da,, 

h:=2C,IIF’(~~)-‘II*IIF(~~))I ~1 and 

{\k:II’P--\k,ll <t*, ‘PE W}cD, ift*=f(l-rll-h)/lF’(‘k,)-‘F(~~)il. 

We start with 

Lemma 2. u E H implies P E W. 

Proof. We have \k*( cp) = O( ‘p) - v, where 0 is defined by f(eiq) = p( O((p))eiQ(‘r’), f being the 
normalized conformal mapping from ID onto the interior of r. Let x(0) be the angle between 

the normal to r at f(e’“) and the radius vector leading from 0 to f(e’“). Then a( 0) = tan x( 0). 
Further, let B(s) be the angle between the real axis and the tangent to r at f(eiq), where s = 

/:/md t is the arc length. An easy geometric consideration shows that II E H implies 
0 E H. According to Kellog and Warschawski (see Gaier [l, p. 263]), this suffices for the existence 
of 

lim ‘(‘) -‘(‘O) =:f’( to) 
3 ZOEaP. 

Z’Z,) z - z. 

Izl<l 

Using the continuity of 0 we find 

%P++@(cp) 
h 

I f(e 
i(v+h)) _ f (eiq) 

ei(o+h) _ eiV 
. 

ei(v+h) _ eirp 

ih 
-i 

1 

f f(ei9)eivie-iQ(v) 

* P’WCP)) + id@(d) 
for h -+ 0. This means that 0 is differentiable and 0’ is continuous; therefore \k* E W. 0 

Next we show that F’ satisfies a Lipschitz condition. 

Lemma 3. If @, ‘k, !P* E W, u’ E H,, then 

IIF’(Qi)-F’(~)II~C,II~-\kII foraN@,V’ED,. 

C, depends on& on \k* and 6. 
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Proof. We have to estimate the operator norm 

27 

IIF’(F’(\k)II = sup 
II(F’(@)-J?*))4 

Liz0 IIA II 
JEW 

_pIIA-K[u(@+id).A] -A+K[a(~+id)*A]I) 

IIA II 

gsup211(o(~+id)-a(~+id)).AII 

II A II 

Nowwith Iu(O,)-~(O,)I~~~l0,-0,),wehave 

ll(~(~+~~)-~(~+~~~)~~II,~~,II~-~ll,II~II~, 

and with ju’(@,)-a’(@,)\ < L(0, - O,(, we get 

Il{(u(@+id)-u(\ll+id))~A}‘~~2 

= IIu’(@+id).(@‘+ 1)-A-u’(\k+id).(V+ l).A 

+(u(@+id)-u(\k+id)).A’jl, 

G I( a’( Q, + id). @’ - a’( @ + id). 9’11 z II A lip 

+ (I a’( Qi + id) * P - a’( \k + id) + 9’11 z II A (1 r 

+ II a’( @ + id) - u’( \k + id) II 2 )I A 1) m 

+IIu(@+id)-u(\k+id)II,IIA’IIz 

g MII @‘- *‘II2 IIAII >? + LII @ - wl, II *‘II 2 IIAII (E 

+u@--llcJleo+Loll@-wJ~‘l12 

~~~+~II~II+~+~,~ll~--lI IIAII 

dM+L@+ lI~*II+1)+Lo)II@-*II IIAII. 

Together these results yield 

II F’w - F’( w II G c* II @ - 9 II 

for all @, \k E D, with C, = 2[ M + L( 6 + II !P* II + 1) + L,]. •I 

For 9 E Da and u E H, we find 

IIF(\k)(I=(IF(\k)-F(9*)ll=(I\k-\I/*-Klogp(\k+id)+Klogp(‘k*+id)II 

<II\k-q*II+2Illogp(\k+id)-logp(\k*+id)I(, 

Illogp(\k+id)-logP(‘k*+id)II,<cI)\k-**II,, 

ll(logp(\k+id)-logp(\k*+id))‘ll, 

=(Iu(\k+id).(P’+l)-u(\k*+id).(9*’+1)I(, 

G IIu(9+id).\k’- u(?P+id).\k*‘)I,+ IIu(\k+id).9*‘-u(\k*+id).q*‘Il, 

+IIu(\k+id)-u(!P*+id)II, 

<cII\k’- **‘ll~+L&P- ‘k*I(,II**‘I(,+ J&II*-- ‘kfl(, 

d (E + L,( II ‘k”ll 2 + 1)) II * - ** II. 
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Altogether we have 

II F( *> II G C, II * - ** II with C, = 1 + 2r + 2L,( II \k*‘ll z + 1). 

By Theorem 3 we know II F’( \k)-’ 11 < C, for all \k E Ds if u’ E L,. If we now choose ‘kO E W 
with 11 ** - ‘k, 11 f a,, where 8, satisfies 

h = 2C;C,C,S, < 1 

and 

6, 2 + t* < 
8, 

+ 

1+G-z 
C,C$, < (1 + 2C,CJ6, < 8, 

all conditions required for the Newton-Kantorovich theorem are fulfilled. So we have proven 

Theorem 5. If u’ E H,, then the Newton method for the Theodorsen integral equation converges 
locali) and quadratical in ( W, II . II). 

Remarks. Theorem 5 also gives the uniform convergence of ‘k, to 3* locally. 
There are variants of the Newton-Kantorovich theorem where for example the assumption 

u’ E HP with 0 < p < 1 suffices and where the rate of convergence is less then quadratic (see 
Keller [12]). Also instead of (IV, 11 . II), other spaces could be taken. We do not elaborate all these 
possibilities. 

Instead we will show that sometimes global convergence of the Newton method in (IV, 11 . II *) 
takes place. 

Theorem 6. Zf 1 u I -c i and u’ E L,, then the Newton method for the Theodorsen integral equation 

conoerges globally in ( W, II . II 2). 

Proof. Let ‘k, E W, and let !I’,,+ 1 be defined by (N’), i.e. 

\k flfl -‘k,-K[u(\k,+id)*(\k,+,- !I-‘,,)]= -q,,+Klogp(\k,+id). 

According to Theorem 2, \k,+l E IV. We subtract 

?P* = K log p ( ik* + id) 

from the above equation and obtain 

!P PI+1 -‘k*-K[,u(\k,+id).(\k,+,-\k*)]-K[u(\k,+id)*(!P*-‘Pn)] 

= K [log p ( ‘k, + id) - log p ( Ik* + id)] , 

II \k,+* - ~*ll*~wet+l - **II 2 + 6 II ‘k, - q* II 2 + 4 II *rI - ** II 2 

II %+I -**II,< ++- **II,< ($-)“II%-9’1124 

if 2e 
1-E 

cl or .f<f. 0 
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We finish with the question of whether for boundary curves given in polar coordinates, the 
method of Wegmann and the Newton method for (T) are identical. The answer is no. As an 
example we take p’( 0) = 1 and ‘k, = sin cp. This gives F( ‘PO( q)) = ‘k, - K[l] = sin ‘p. In Theorem 
4 we have r = 0 and therefore !P, = 0. This is the exact solution of (T). With some further 
computations one can show that in this example the Wegmann method does not give the exact 
solution after one step. 

However, after studying this manuscript, Gutknecht has noticed a close connection between 
the Wegmann method and our method. Let r be given in polar coordinates. If one applies the 
idea of the Wegmann method to the auxiliary function h(z) = log /( Z)/Z (instead of the 
mapping function f(z) as in Wegmann’s work), one gets our method as presented in Theorem 4. 
It will require some numerical experiments to decide whether our method has advantages over the 
original Wegmann method. In addition, it is worthwhile to check whether or not discretizing the 
formula in Theorem 2 gives a more stable method than doing this with the formula in Theorem 4. 

Gutknecht has also pointed out that Vertgejm [16] has previously applied the Newton method 
even to a generalized Theodorsen integral equation. However, Vertgejm used the modified 
Newton method 

and proved linear convergence in HP, whereas we have quadratic convergence in W. 
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